Consider a system of independent tasks to be scheduled without preemption on a parallel computer. For each task the number of processors required, the execution time, and a weight are known. The problem is to nd a schedule with minimum weighted average response time. We present an algorithm called SMART for this problem that produces solutions that are within a factor of 10.45 of optimal. To our knowledge this is the rst polynomial-time algorithm for the minimum weighted average response time problem that achieves a constant bound. In addition, for the unweighted case (that is, where all the weights are unity) we describe a variant of SMART that produces solutions that are within a factor of 8 of optimal, improving upon the best known bound of 32 for this special case.
Introduction
Consider a parallel computer composed of P processors, on which a system consisting of M independent tasks is to be scheduled. Suppose that any g i v en task i 2 f 1 : : : M g requires w i P processors for h i units of time. All of the processors allotted to a task are required to execute that task in unison and without preemption. That is, w i processors are all required to start task i at the same starting time t i . They will then complete task i at completion time t i + h i . (One can therefore think of the execution of task i as taking place within a rectangle whose height h i stretches along a time axis and whose width w i stretches along a processor axis.) A schedule will consist of a starting time t i for each task i, and must be legal in the sense that for any time t the number of active processors does not exceed the total number of processors. In other words, P fijti t<ti+hig w i P for all t. The classic problem of nding a schedule with minimum makespan, de ned by m a x 1 i M ft i + h i g, has been studied extensively in the literature. (The makespan corresponds to the last completion time, and thus represents the length of the entire schedule.) The minimum makespan problem is NP-hard in the strong sense 5] , and e orts have accordingly focused on nding polynomial time algorithms whose solution in the worst case is within a xed multiplicative constant of the optimal solution 4, 1 , 3 , 9 ] .
In this paper we consider the corresponding problem, also NP-hard in the strong sense 2], where the goal is to minimize the average response time instead. The average response time can be written as 1 M P M i=1 (t i + h i ), and is an important and standard measure in computer performance. Note that all completion times count, not just the last completion time. Modulo the factor 1 M (which can be removed without a ecting the solution to the problem), we are attempting to minimize P M i=1 (t i + h i ), which is sometimes called the total ow time.
Our approach is analogous to that of the minimum makespan problem literature: We give a n algorithm that takes polynomial time and produces schedules with total ow times that are within a m ultiplicative c o n s t a n t o f o p t i m a l . At this time, the best known constant i s a c hieved by a n algorithm called SMART 1 2 ] . Unfortunately, this constant (32) is not nearly as close to 1 as the best known constant (2) for the minimum makespan problem 4].
In this paper we devise a variant of the original SMART algorithm with an improved bound of 8. (It should be noted that the results of this paper can also be used to improve the bound of the original algorithm to 11.) We also tackle the more general minimum weighted response time problem. That is, we assume that each task i is given a weight u i , and that the objective is to minimize the weighted average response time 1 C P M i=1 u i (t i + h i ), where C = P M i=1 u i . (Again the factor of 1 C can be removed without a ecting the solution, so we speak instead of minimizing the total weighted response time given by P M i=1 u i (t i + h i ).) When all weights are unity this problem reduces to the unweighted minimum response time special case described above.
We present a generalization of the original SMART algorithm for the minimum weighted response time problem. We s h o w that this algorithm achieves a bound of 10.45. To our knowledge this is the rst polynomial-time algorithm for this problem that achieves a constant bound.
In Section 2 we recall the original SMART algorithm and deal with the unweighted case. Section 3 deals with the weighted case. In Section 4 we g i v e examples to show that the bounds are within less than a factor of 2 of being tight. Section 5 contains conclusions.
The Unweighted Case
We begin by brie y reminding the reader of the original SMART algorithm then we will present the variant that gives the better bound. Recall that SMART stands for Scheduling to Minimize Average Response Time. It belongs to the category of so-called shelf -based algorithms.
Shelf solutions can be characterized by the following simple properties, illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 1 : The tasks are assigned to shelves, with all tasks on any g i v en shelf having the same starting time. The sum of the required processors for all tasks on a given shelf must not exceed the total number of processors. The rst shelf is placed at time zero. The height of a shelf is the largest task execution time of any task assigned to that shelf, and the next shelf is placed this height a b o ve the previous shelf. (If we think of the tasks as rectangles, the physical analogy becomes clear: Rectangles are packed onto shelves, they must t on the shelves, the rst shelf sits on the oor, and Consider a task system = f(h i w i )ji = 1 : : : M g. By normalization we will assume, without loss of generality, that the minimum task execution time min 1 i M h i is equal to 1. Letĥ = max 1 i M 2 dloghie . W e partition into (at most) 1 + logĥ components by assigning task i to the component j 2 f 0 : : : logĥg that satis es 2 j;1 < h i 2 j . N o w w e assign tasks in each component j to shelves according to the NFIW (for Next Fit Increasing Width) bin packing algorithm 7]: In other words, we reindex the tasks within component j in order of increasing width and assign them in sequence to shelves, which w e regard as bins of size P. Each task is assigned to the current shelf, which is initialized to be shelf number one and incremented by one whenever a task does not t. Now in order to obtain the SMART solution, we c o m bine all the shelves in the various partitions as follows. Note that for any shelf assignment S, w e can view the pair ( S) as a set of shelves. words, we reindex the tasks within component j in order of increasing area and assign them in sequence to shelves, which w e again regard as bins of size P. E a c h task is assigned to the rst shelf on which it ts, and the number of shelves is incremented by one whenever a task does not t on any preceding shelf. (The rest of the algorithm, including the partitioning and combining, remains intact.) We regard this new algorithm as being in the same family of algorithms as the original one, and we use subscripts to di erentiate the two algorithms when necessary: we d e n o t e the original and new algorithms by SMART NFIW and SMART FFIA , respectively.
We illustrate the distinction between NFIW and FFIA with a simple example: Suppose P = 8 , and consider a task system in which there are 4 tasks. Speci cally, there are two narrow tasks of width 3 and height 2, and two wide tasks of width 5 and height just greater than 1. These tasks might t h us correspond to the rst height component in a larger task system. NFIW would place the two narrow tasks on one shelf, followed by t wo shelves with a single wide task each. The areas of the wide tasks, however, are smaller than the areas of the narrow tasks. So FFIA would place the two wide tasks on separate shelves, and then add one narrow t a s k t o e a c h shelf.
The main new result in this section is the following: We will refer to A and H as the squashed a r ea and height bounds, respectively. W e will refer to the third bound as the combined bound. Note that the combined bound is tighter than the squashed area bound, since W H . The height bound can be viewed as the area of the unshaded region in the right-hand side of Figure 1 Proof: Observe that P M j=1 P j i=1 min(a i a j ) = P i j min(a i a j ) is the sum over all pairs of elements of the minimum of each pair. This sum is independent of the way the elements are indexed. Suppose, then, that they are indexed in increasing order, a 1 a 2 a M . Then
In addition to lower bounds on o , w e will also need an upper bound on s . T o get this bound, we will partition the task system into two subsets, and also adjust the task heights to facilitate the analysis. We will then consider schedules for the two subsets separately, proving bounds for each. Finally, w e will consider the result of combining the two s c hedules to obtain a schedule for .
Consider the shelf assignment that results from applying SMART FFIA to the task system . W e partition the tasks in into two subsets as follows. The rst subset 1 will contain the tasks on the rst shelf (if any) of each height component | that is, in each height component, the rst shelf created by the FFIA packing. The second subset 2 will contain the tasks on all remaining shelves. (This partitioning is, in a sense, orthogonal to the original partitioning into components based on height. To a void confusion we shall consistently use the term component when referring to the rst partitioning, and the term subset when referring to the second partitioning. Also note that a similar partitioning into three subsets was given in 12].)
We n o w create a new task system^ , called the double height construction, whose tasks are in natural one-to-one correspondence with the tasks in . The number of processors required for each task in^ will be identical to that of its counterpart in , while the task execution times will be at least as large but less than doubled, according to the following rule. Observe that the new task system^ = f(ĥ i w i )ji = 1 : : : M g will also partition into two subsets^ 1 and^ 2 corresponding task for task to 1 and 2 . The heightĥ i of a task in the subset^ 1 will be 2 dloghie . The heightĥ i of a task in the subset^ 2 will be the height max fjjS(j)=S(i)g h j of the shelf containing the corresponding task i in . (This is similar to the double construction in 12], although here only the heights are modi ed, not the widths.)
Observe that all tasks in^ on any given shelf have identical heights. Also note that by construction we h a ve H H^ 2H . Corresponding statements hold for the two subsets 1 and 2 .
Let S denote the shelf assignment that results from applying SMART FFIA to the task system .
(Then s = c( S ).) To get a bound on s , w e will bound c(^ S ). First we establish a relationship between these two quantities.
Lemma 2.4 Any task system satis es c( S ) c(^ S ) + H ; H^ .
Proof: Note that the sets of shelves ( S ) and (^ S ) a r e i d e n tical except for the task heights, with each shelf in (^ S ) being at least as tall as its counterpart in ( S ). L e t v denote the total ow time of the schedule that results from starting each shelf of ( S ) at the time the corresponding shelf starts in (^ S ). Since the shelves are potentially reordered and gaps potentially introduced, we h a ve c( S ) v . B u t c(^ S ) ; H^ = v ; H represents the sum of the starting times of the tasks in (^ S ) and the new schedule for ( S ) respectively. The result follows.
The next step is to bound the quantities c(^ 1 S ) a n d c(^ 2 S ).
Lemma 2. The proof of this lemma is fairly elaborate, and we d e l a y i t u n til the end of this section. It is worth noting that Lemma 2.6 is the reason for using FFIA rather than NFIW. We can form analogs of all the other lemmas using SMART NFIW , but we cannot prove a n a n a l o g t o L e m m a 2 . 6 .
The nal step is to get a bound on c(^ S ) in terms of c(^ 1 S ) a n d c(^ 2 S ).
Lemma 2. Now consider a shelf k in (^ 1 S ). Let l be the last shelf in (^ 2 S ) that is completed before shelf k in Z. Since l comes before k, w e h a ve y l = y 0 l y 0 k = y k . Then z k = y k +y l (1+ )y k . Therefore, the ow t i m e o f e a c h t a s k i n ( 1 S ) in the schedule Z is not more than + 1 times its ow t i m e in the schedule (^ 1 S ).
Next consider a shelf k in (^ 2 S ). Let l be the last shelf in (^ 1 S ) that is completed before shelf k in Z. Since l comes before k, w e h a ve y l = y 0 l y 0 k = y k . Then z k = y k +y l (1+ 1 )y k . Therefore, the ow time of each t a s k i n ( 2 S ) i n t h e s c hedule Z is not more than 1 + 1 times its ow time in the schedule (^ 2 S ).
Now the result follows from the fact that reordering the shelves according to Lemma 2.1 will not increase the total ow t i m e .
Lemma 2.7 is a generalization of Lemma 3.5 in 12]. When = 1, notice that both coe cients on the right-hand side become 2, as in the original lemma. Choosing a value of di erent from 1 will ultimately result in reducing the bound in Theorem 2.1 from 9 to 8, as will be seen.
Now w e apply the above lemmas and observations together with some bookkeeping to get the 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. (Note that choosing = 1 yields instead a slightly poorer bound of 9.) We n o w return to the proofs that we omitted. 
For the analysis, we wish to treat each h e i g h t component separately, and to this end we i n troduce the following notation. We delay the proof of Lemma 2.8 until the completion of the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
Proof of Lemma 2.8: Pick some task i 0 2^ 2 . W e will show thatg i0 2 P~ i0 .
Let S ;1 (k) denote the set of tasks on shelf k. Let T 0 = fj : j i 0 g denote the height component containing task i 0 , and let K = fk : k < S (i 0 ) and S ;1 (k) T 0 g be the set of shelves containing tasks in the same height component a s i 0 that are indexed lower than the shelf containing i 0 . These are the shelves that precede the task i 0 in the schedule D(i 0 ), along with the shelf from T 0 that is in^ 1 . W e will examine the shelves in K and determine the contribution of each t õ g i0 and to~ i0 . For this purpose, we will partition K into three subsets. Some additional notation is required rst.
De ne the gap of shelf k with respect to task i 0 to be d k = P ; P fi2S ;1 (k):ai ai 0 g w i . Then d k is \how m uch room" is left on shelf k at the time when task i 0 is assigned to a shelf. (If there are tasks on shelf k with the same area as i 0 , then d k may be less than the amount of room that is left on shelf k when i 0 is assigned to a shelf.) Note that d k < w i0 for all k 2 K due to the use of rst t. Also note that there is at most one shelf k 2 K such that d k P=2. Let v denote this shelf if it exists otherwise, let v = 1. L e t k 0 = minfk 2 Kg be the lowest-indexed shelf in T 0 . Then the tasks on the shelf k 0 are in^ 1 , not in^ 2 , and so k 0 is not in D or D(i 0 ). Let K ; = K n f k 0 g. Now w e are ready to partition K into three subsets. Let K 1 = fk 2 K ; : 9i 2 S ;1 (k) s u c h that a i > a i0 g be the set of shelves containing a task larger than i 0 , but not including the shelf k 0 . Let K 2 = fk 2 K ; n K 1 : k > v g be the set of shelves that do not contain any tasks larger than i 0 and that are scheduled after the shelf with d v P=2. Finally, l e t K 3 = fk 2 K ; n K 1 : k vg f k 0 g be the remaining shelves | the shelf k 0 along with all shelves that do not contain any tasks larger than i 0 and that are scheduled not later than the shelf with d v P=2.
Let h =ĥ i0 = 2 dlog2hi 0 e , and let the height of shelf k be given by h=2 + x k , where 0 < x k h=2. minfa i0 a j g + a i0 : (6) Now for k 2 K ; , let k = 2 P X j2S ;1 (k) minfa i0 a j g ; (x k + h=2): (7) Then from (5), (6) , and (7) 
It follows from (7) and (9) (12) This is because all tasks j 2 S ;1 (k q ) h a ve h j > h = 2 a n d w j > d kq;1 . The latter is important only for the tallest task on shelf k q , which has height h=2 + x kq .
For q = 0 , w e h a ve Then from (7), (12) , and (13) (14) The last inequality holds because q ; 1 < r u, and so d kq;1 < P = 2 for all q 2 f 1 : : : r g, a n d because a i0 = h i0 w i0 > h 2 d kr .
Now from (7), (8), (10), (11), and (14), we conclude thatg i0 2 P~ i0 .
The Weighted Case
Consider a task system = f(h i w i )ji = 1 : : : M g, and suppose now that each t a s k i has weight u i .
In this section our goal is to minimize the total weighted response time given by P M i=1 u i (t i +h i ). Our algorithm for this problem is a generalization in two w ays of the original SMART NFIW algorithm. We n o w describe each of these.
Recall that the original algorithm partitions tasks by height based on powers of 2. More generally, we can base the partitions on any p o wer > 1. In other words, partition into components by assigning task i to the component j that satis es j;1 < h i j . If the rest of the algorithms SMART NFIW and SMART FFIA are unchanged, we obtain parametrized versions -SMART NFIW and -SMART FFIA of these algorithms, with the original algorithms corresponding to the special case = 2 . W e will employ -SMART NFIW here. (While we could have i n troduced this generalization in the previous section, we c hose not to do so because it turns out not to improve the bound there.)
The second generalization allows us to e ectively handle weighted tasks. Speci cally, w e n o w compute for each task i a ratio wi ui of width to weight, and we assign tasks in each component t o shelves according to a Next Fit Increasing Width to Weight bin packing algorithm. Let U k be the total weight of the tasks on shelf k. As in Section 2, let ( S) be the schedule that results from ordering the shelves ( S) as speci ed by Lemma 3.1, and let c( S) be its total weighted ow time. This method of ordering the shelves amounts to Smith's ratio rule for scheduling tasks of width 1 on a single processor 10], and has the same proof of optimality.
Proof: Suppose that the shelves are not in order of nondecreasing H k =U k . Then there is a shelf k such that H k =U k > H k+1 =U k+1 . If the two shelves are interchanged, then the ow times of the tasks on shelf k will increase by H k+1 and the ow times of the tasks on shelf k + 1 will decrease by H k . Therefore, interchanging the shelves decreases the total weighted ow time by
The algorithm for weighted tasks is a straightforward generalization of its unweighted counterpart -SMART NFIW , and we will refer to it by the same name. We will also retain the notation s and o to denote the total weighted ow time for the -SMART NFIW and optimal solutions for , respectively. Theorem 3.1 For any weighted task system = f(h i w i u i )ji = 1 : : : M g, the 1.678-SMART NFIW algorithm has time complexity O(M log M) and satis es s =o 10:45. As in Section 2, we will begin with lower bounds on o , and then move on to upper bounds on s . In order to obtain lower bounds on the total weighted response time, we extend the de nitions of H , A , a n d W . Speci cally, w e l e t H = P M i=1 u i h i be the weighted sum of the task heights.
Suppose that the tasks are ordered such that ai ui ai+1 ui+1 for all tasks i 2 f 1 : : : M; 1g. T h e n w e de ne A = 1 P P M i=1 u i P i j=1 a j . Note that we are now ordering the tasks according to Smith Proof: Given a schedule for the task system , l e t f = P M i=1 u i (t i + h i ) be its total weighted ow time. Then H = P M i=1 u i h i P M i=1 u i (t i +h i ) = f . This holds for any s c hedule of , and therefore H o .
Next we will show that A + 1 2 H ; 1 2 W o , and from this it also follows that A o , since H W . Given a schedule for the task system , l e t r i (t) denote the fraction of task i that is not yet completed at time t. That is, let r i (t) = 
Now w e s e e k a l o wer bound on r(t). De ne a \squashed" task set _ corresponding to in the following way. F or each t a s k i 2 , there is a corresponding task in _ with width P, height a i =P, and weight u i . Then the squashed task has the same area and weight as the original task. Consider the schedule in which t h e t a s k s i n _ are ordered by increasing ratio of area to weight. Let r (t) denote the function r(t) for this schedule. Then it can be seen that for any s c hedule of , the corresponding function r(t) satis es r(t) r (t) for all t. Let f _ be the total weighted ow time of the squashed schedule. Then from (16) we h a ve 
We conclude that o A + 1 2 H ; 1 2 W .
We n o w obtain an upper bound on s in the same manner as in Section 2. We partition the task system in the same way, and prove bounds for schedules for the two subsets separately. T h e n w e consider the result of combining the two s c hedules. However, we m a k e use of a slightly di erent \double height" construction. In particular, we use the heightĥ i = dlog hie for every task i, n o t just those in the rst subset^ 1 . Then with the exception of Lemma 2.6, the relevant results from Section 2 (Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7) carry over directly to the modi ed algorithm and double height construction.
As before, we will let S denote the shelf assignment that results from applying SMART NFIW to the task system .
We n o w present a generalization of Lemma 2.5 incorporating . Proof: Consider a schedule in which the shelves in^ 1 are arranged in order of increasing height.
Recall that the shelf heights are powers of , and that there is at most one shelf of each h e i g h t.
Therefore, if a given shelf has height h, then its completion time in this schedule is at most h + 1 h + 1 2 h + 
For the analysis, we wish to treat each h e i g h t component separately, and to this end we i n troduce the following notation. We delay the proof of Lemma 3.6 until the completion of the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Now w e are ready to show that g i 2 P i for all i 2^ 2 . P i c k a n y task i 0 2^ 2 . Suppose that there are r height components, other than the component c o n taining the task i 0 itself, that contain a shelf that comes before i 0 in the schedule D. F or each such component l 2 f 1 : : : r g, l e t i l be the task with the least area-to-weight ratio on the last shelf of the component l that comes before the shelf containing i 0 . Note that the ordering of the shelves guarantees that i l < i 0 for all l 2 f 1 : : : r g. Observe that the rst task assigned to shelf k > 1 is too wide to t on shelf k ; 1, and so the total width of any t wo consecutive shelves is greater than P. Since every task in T 0 has height h, it follows that the total area of any t wo consecutive shelves is greater than hP. It also follows that ordering the tasks by increasing width to weight ratio is the same as ordering the tasks by increasing area to weight ratio. 
Examples
We rst present a family of task systems for the unweighted minimum response time problem for which SMART FFIA produces a ratio s =o approaching 9/2 asymptotically. There are two groups of tasks, a height group and an area group. The tasks in the height group t onto n ; 1 shelves of heights 4 8 16 : : : 2 n , with the numb e r o f t a s k s o n e a c h shelf being equal to the height of that shelf. On each s u c h shelf k there is one task of full height 2 k . All other tasks on the shelf are of height slightly larger than 2 k;1 . The width of each task in the height group is 1, and P is chosen large enough so that the total number of tasks in the height group is less than P=4. The area group consists of q shelves of height 2 , w i t h 2 t a s k s o n e a c h shelf: one of width P=2 and height 1 + 4 =P, and the other of width P=4 + 1 and height 2. (This is the shelf assignment produced by SMART FFIA .) All shelves k in both groups thus have Hk Mk = 1, so that the ordering in Lemma 2.1 is immaterial. On the other hand, the optimal schedule consists of the height group tasks placed side by side with the stack of wider tasks in the area group, and a stack o f q=2 of the narrower tasks in the area group. The remaining narrower tasks of the area group are divided into three equal stacks of q=6 tasks each, and started after the completion of the wide and narrow stacks. One can show that for q = 2 n;1 , the ratio s =o approaches 9/2 asymptotically.
For the weighted minimum response time problem, there is a similar family of task systems for which -SMART NFIW produces a ratio s =o approaching approximately 6.751 asymptotically, f o r the value of speci ed in Section 3. Once again, there is a height group and an area group. The tasks in the height group t onto n shelves of heights 2 3 : : : n , and there are two tasks on each shelf. On shelf k there is one task of height k and weight the other task is of height slightly greater than k;1 and weight k ; , where is near 0. All tasks in the height group have width 1. Note that the total number of tasks in the height group is 2n. The area group consists of q shelves of height 1, with 2 tasks on each shelf: one of width (P ; 2n)=2, height slightly greater than 1= , and weight ( P ; 2n)=(P + 2 n + 2), and the other of width 2n + 1, height 1, and weight 2(2n + 1 ) =(P + 2 n + 2). (This is the shelf assignment produced by -SMART NFIW provided that P n.) Once again, all shelves k in both groups have Hk Uk = 1, so that the ordering in Lemma 3.1 is immaterial. For P n, the optimal schedule consists of the height group tasks placed side by side with two s t a c ks of tasks of width (P ; 2n)=2. The tasks of the area group of width 2n + 1 a r e started after the completion of the wider tasks. One can show that for q 2:45 2 n the ratio s =o approaches approximately 6.751 asymptotically.
Conclusions
In this paper we h a ve:
1. Developed a variant S M A R T FFIA of the original SMART algorithm for the (unweighted) minimum average response time problem, and shown that this new algorithm has an approximation factor of 8.
2. Developed a generalization -SMART NFIW of the original SMART algorithm, and shown that this new algorithm handles the weighted minimum average response time problem with an approximation factor of 10.45.
3. Shown that the original SMART algorithm has an approximation factor of 11 when applied to the unweighted problem.
4. Given examples that show that the bounds for the new algorithms are tight to within a factor of less than 2.
We should point out that in the unweighted case these algorithms generalize as before to the so-called malleable 13, 1 4 ] v ersions of the problems, yielding the same bounds while retaining polynomial time complexity. (Malleability here means that a task can be run on an arbitrary number of processors with an execution time that depends on the number of processors assigned.
Thus the number of processors each task will use becomes a decision variable rather than an input parameter.) Malleable response time algorithms with signi cantly improved bounds can be achieved under certain reasonable special conditions. See 11, 8] for details.
